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Abstract

In assisted reproductive technology (ART), embryos produced by in vitro fertilization (IVF) are graded

according to their live birth potential, and high-grade embryos are preferentially transplanted. However, the

rate of live birth following clinical ART remains low worldwide, suggesting that grading is inaccurate. One

explanation is that grading is classically based on the characteristic shape of embryos at a limited number of

developmental stages and does not consider the shape of embryos and intracellular structures, e.g., nuclei,

at various stages important for normal embryogenesis. Therefore, here we developed a Normalized Multi-

View Attention Network (NVAN) that directly predicts live birth potential from nuclear structural features

in live-cell fluorescence images taken of mouse embryos across a wide range of stages. The classification

accuracy of our method was 83.87%, which greatly exceeded that of existing machine-learning methods

and that of visual inspection by embryo culture specialists. By visualizing the features that contributed
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most to the prediction of live birth potential, we found that the size and shape of the cell nucleus at the

morula stage and at the time of cell division were important for live birth prediction. We anticipate that our

method will help ART and developmental engineering as a new basic technology for IVF embryo selection.

Introduction

In the field of developmental engineering, various mammalian embryos have been produced by IVF, cultured

in vitro, and transplanted to foster mothers, and this series of technologies are called assisted reproductive

technologies (ART). For example, human, bovine, and mouse embryos have been used for infertility treat-

ment [1, 2], livestock production [3, 4], and genetic modification and genome editing technologies [5, 6],

respectively.

During ART, embryo grading based on embryo morphology is commonly used to select embryos with

a high potential of live birth: e.g., grading using Veeck criteria, International Embryo Technology Society

(IETS) criteria, and Gardner criteria [7–11]. High-grade embryos are then preferentially transplanted into

the mother for the purpose of increasing the birth rate. However, since the embryologist manually and

subjectively grades the embryos, the grading results vary among embryologists [2, 12] and the time cost of

grading is enormous [13]. Therefore, in recent years, in an attempt to unify the evaluation of embryo grade,

several studies have reported the application of machine learning to microscopic images for the grading

of embryos [1, 4, 14, 15]. Rocha et al. trained Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) on microscopic images

of bovine embryos graded by IETS criteria [4]. From the images at day 7 post-fertilization, their trained

ANN was able to predict embryo grade with 76.4% accuracy. Khosravi et al. trained Convolutional Neural

Networks (CNNs) on microscopic images of human embryos graded by Veeck criteria [1]. From images at

a single time point randomly selected in the developmental process, their trained CNN was able to predict

embryo grade with 96.94% accuracy; however, the prediction accuracy of live birth using a similar CNN

was only 51.85% [1]. Although the use of embryo grading has improved the live birth rate of human IVF

embryos in ART worldwide, the rate remains at 28.0% [16]. Therefore, there is room for improvement in

the grading of embryos for embryo selection.

Traditionally, embryo grading is based on the condition of the embryo during limited stages of em-
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bryogenesis. For example, the Veeck criteria are assessed at a narrow period within the early stages of

development (between 4 and 16 cell stage) [11], and the IETS criteria and Gardner criteria are assessed

at a specific part of the blastocyst stage (between 32 and 64 cell stage) [8, 10]. However, it is known that

embryonic morphology changes dynamically and profoundly over time during early embryogenesis [17],

and that embryos that develop into healthy blastocysts need to have a uniform time interval from one cell

division to the next during the very early stages of development (between 1 and 4 cell stage) [18]. Because

time is clearly such an important factor in early development, we expected that highly accurate prediction

of embryos with live birth potential could be achieved by considering the time at various stages in early

development.

Existing embryo evaluation methods using machine learning have focused only on improving prediction

accuracy, and improving the interpretability of prediction outcomes has been largely ignored. On the other

hand, in recent years, attempts to improve the interpretability of prediction outcomes have been made in

other medical fields such as prostate cancer prognostics [19]. Low explainability of the predictions made

by machine learning algorithms not only makes it difficult to assess the reliability of these predictions in

clinical practice but is also a lost opportunity for physician decision-making and patient-centred care [20].

Therefore, a highly explainable embryo evaluation method would be indispensable in clinical practice and

in ART generally.

In this study, we propose a deep learning-based method that can (1) predict the live birth potential

of mouse embryos by considering the nuclear features of the embryos at various stages during early

development and (2) explain the basis of the prediction outcomes (Fig. 1). In our method, for each

embryo, the input is time-series microscopic fluorescent images of nuclear dynamics during early cleavage

and the output is the binary classification of live or not live birth. Our method used Quantitative Criteria

Acquisition Network (QCANet) [17], which can perform segmentation of cell nuclei in microscopic images,

to extract multivariate time-series data of embryo behaviour (including the number, shape, and position of

cell nuclei in a time series) at each time point; among existing methods, this method enables cell nucleus

segmentation of mouse early embryos with the highest accuracy [17]. We developed Normalized Multi-View

Attention Network (NVAN), which uses a novel attention mechanism, to classify embryos from multivariate

time-series data. With NVAN, we were able to accurately predict the live birth potential of the embryos
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on the basis of nuclear features at various stages during early development. Furthermore, by visualizing

the features that contributed to the prediction of live birth potential by NVAN, we found that the size and

shape of the cell nuclei at the time of the cell divisions leading to the morula stage and at the morula were

important for birth prediction. Further analysis of these features suggested that conditions such as variation

in the size and shape of cell nuclei were necessary for the prediction of live birth potential. This variation in

size and shape of cell nuclei is a promising criterion for embryo grading to improve the live birth rate.

Results

Extraction of nuclei-based quantitative parameters for embryo development

We used published live-cell imaging data of early mouse embryos from a single blastocyst transfer experi-

ment [21] and additional data that was obtained under the same experimental conditions as that used in [21].

The dataset consists of time-series three-dimensional (3D) fluorescence microscopic images (2,359,200 im-

ages) of 91 early mouse embryos that were labelled with a fluorescent protein-labelled histone, histone

H2B–mCherry, for approximately 3.5 days from immediately after fertilization to the blastocyst stage. In the

dataset each embryo is labelled as “born” or “abort” according to whether the blastocyst transfer resulted

in a live birth or not, respectively: there were 62 born embryos and 29 abort embryos.

By using QCANet, we performed segmentation for cell nuclei of all embryos in the single blastocyst

transfer dataset. Time-series images after 2.5 days post-fertilization are reported to display reduced seg-

mentation accuracy compared with earlier images [21], and they were therefore excluded from the dataset.

From the remaining images, 11 variables relating to embryo behaviour were extracted (Fig. 2): number of

cell nuclei (number), mean volume of cell nuclei (volume_mean), standard deviation of cell nuclei volume

(volume_sd), mean surface area of cell nuclei (surface_mean), standard deviation of cell nuclei surface area

(surface_sd), mean aspect ratio (major axis/minor axis) of cell nuclei (aspect_ratio_mean), standard devia-

tion of cell nuclei aspect ratio (aspect_ratio_sd), mean solidity (ratio of total area of the nucleus to the area

of the convex hull) of cell nuclei (solidity_mean), standard deviation of cell nuclei solidity (solidity_sd),

mean distance between embryo centre and every cell nucleus (centroid_mean), and standard deviation of

the distance between embryo centre and every cell nucleus (centroid_sd).
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When we analysed each of the 11 variables separately, no significant difference was found between the

born and abort groups according to the two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted

p-value > 0.05). From this result, we conclude that it is diffcult to comprehensively classify the live birth

potential of embryos on the basis of the behaviour of a single variable. To circumvent this issue, we therefore

developed a new classification method based on the multivariate time-series data, as described below.

Accuracy comparison for prediction of live birth potential by our method versus exist-

ing machine-learning methods

We used the data acquired for the 11 variables of embryo behaviour as multivariate time-series data to

train a novel algorithm for the prediction of an embryo’s live birth potential (i.e., born/abort classification).

The proposed algorithm, NVAN, is based on Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [22] (see Methods). To

evaluate how superior NVAN is for classifying time-series data, we trained and evaluated other neural

network algorithms used for classifying time-series data, namely LSTM [22], AttentionLSTM [23], and

Transformer [24], as well as the highly accurate MuVAN [25], TG-LSTM [26], and TapNet [27]. We also

trained and evaluated XGBoost [28], a decision-tree algorithm, because decision trees are famous for their

high interpretability. All of these algorithms, like NVAN, were trained by using the multivariate time-series

data as input. In addition, we trained and evaluated CLDNN [29], which is an algorithm for predicting

the live birth potential of embryos directly from time-series images: i.e., without using the multivariate

time-series data. Because the images in the dataset include time-series two-dimensional (2D) bright-field

microscopic images and time-series 3D fluorescence microscopic images, we prepared three patterns of

learning machine: 2DCLDNN (input, 2D images), 3DCLDNN (input, 3D images), and 5DCLDNN (input,

5D images that concatenated 2D images and 3D images).

To evaluate the classification accuracy of each method, we randomly divided the entire dataset into

training and test sets at a ratio of 2 : 1. The training data were further repeatedly and randomly divided

into training and validation sets at a ratio of 3 : 1 in 4-fold cross-validation, and the most accurate model

for each method was determined. The best model for each method was then evaluated on the test data,

and the classification accuracy of each method was calculated. We used Accuracy (correct answer rate), F-
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measure (comprehensive measure of absence of false negatives and false positives), AUROC (area under the

receiver operating characteristic), and AUPR (area under the precision-recall) to evaluate the robustness of

the classification accuracy of the learning model. The classification accuracy and robustness of our method

using NVAN and the multivariate time-series data exceeded that of all the other methods in all the evaluation

metrics (Accuracy, 0.8387; F-measure, 0.8980; AUROC, 0.7879; AUPR, 0.8855) (Fig. 3, Supplementary Table

1; Supplementary Fig. 1).

Comparison of classification accuracy for prediction of live birth potential between our

method and embryo culture specialists

When embryo culture specialists make a morphological evaluation of embryos, they grade the embryos

on the basis of the shape of the developing embryos observed under a bright-field microscope. Here,

nine embryo culture specialists observed time-series bright-field microscopic images of the embryos used

to create the above test data and then classified each embryo as born or abort. We then compared their

classification accuracy to that of our method (Fig. 4, Supplementary Table 2). The classification accuracy

of our method (Accuracy 0.8387, F-measure 0.8980) greatly exceeded that of the embryo culture specialists

(Accuracy 0.6422, F-measure 0.7314). This result shows that the predictions made by our method not only

exceeded the classification accuracy of existing machine-learning methods but also exceeded the accuracy

of embryo selection by specialists.

Analysis of embryo behaviour focused on by NVAN when predicting live birth poten-

tial

We considered that determining the variables on which NVAN focused in the input time-series data when

classifying embryos might allow us to interpret the classification results in terms of embryo behaviour.

Therefore, we visualized an “attention map”—a heat map of the degree of attention afforded to each of the

11 variables in the time-series data—for each embryo that NVAN predicted correctly (Supplementary Fig.

2). To further narrow down the points of interest in these attention maps, we calculated and visualized the

geometric mean of all the attention maps (Fig. 5a) for each variable at each time point. The results indicated
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that the classification algorithm paid most attention to the cell nuclei surface area variables, surface_mean

and surface_sd, and the cell nuclei aspect variable, aspect_ratio_sd, at the morula stage from 2.0 to 2.5 days

post-fertilization.

To visually understand how these features of interest were differed quantitatively depending on whether

the embryo developed to live birth or not, we compared the images of cell nucleus segmentation in born

and abort embryos at approximately 2.5 days (Fig. 5b, right), which was when the degree of attention given

to surface_mean and aspect_ratio_sd was highest in the NVAN classification of born/abort embryos (Fig.

5b, left). We observed that the cell nuclei were aggregated in both the born and abort embryos at 2.5 days

(Fig. 5b, right), suggesting that compaction [30], which is a morphological change in which the cells in

the morula stage aggregate and their cell surfaces adhere to each other, might be particularly important

for dictating the success or otherwise of the embryo. Furthermore, we visualized the magnitude of the

surface_mean, surface_sd, and aspect_ratio_sd of the cell nuclei by colour coding (Fig. 5c). We confirmed

that the surface_mean, surface_sd, and aspect_ratio_sd were much larger in the born embryos than in the

abort embryos at 2.5 days. We consider that high levels for these variables could potentially be used in

combination as a condition for predicting the live birth potential of embryos.

In addition, we determined that the attention given to some variables periodically increased over time

in the attention maps of individual embryos (Supplementary Fig. 2). These variables were all related to the

shape of the cell nuclei: i.e., surface_mean, surface_sd, aspect_ratio_sd, and solidity_mean. We confirmed

that this periodicity coincided with the time at which the cell nuclei increased in number, i.e., immediately

after cell division (Fig. 6a). Therefore, we compared the values of these variables in the born embryo

group and the abort embryo group immediately after cell division (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th mitosis, Fig. 6b). We

observed a significant difference between surface_mean immediately after the 4th mitosis and solidity_mean

immediately after the 3rd mitosis in the born and abort embryo group (two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test,

Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value = 0.0020, 0.0001 < 0.05): surface_mean of the cell nuclei immediately

after the 4th mitosis was larger in the born embryo than in the abort embryo, and solidity_mean of cell

nuclei immediately after the 3rd mitosis was smaller in the born embryo than in the abort embryo.

In summary, we showed that the embryonic behaviours that were important for predicting the live birth

potential of mouse embryos were the mean and standard deviation of cell nuclei surface area in the morula
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stage, the standard deviation of cell nuclei aspect ratio in the morula stage, and the shape of the cell nuclei

immediately after cell division. In addition, the results of the attention analysis suggested that, to predict the

live birth potential of embryos, NVAN primarily used the criteria that: (a) the mean and standard deviation

of surface area and aspect ratio of the cell nuclei at the morula stage are large, (b) the cell nuclei surface area

immediately after the 4th mitosis is large, and (c) the cell nuclei solidity immediately after the 3rd mitosis

is small. These features might be promising criteria for embryo grading to improve fertility.

Discussions

We used QCANet to perform image segmentation of cell nuclei in published images of mouse embryos at

various stages of embryogenesis, and we developed an algorithm, NVAN, to analyse the resultant multi-

variate time-series data in order to predict the live birth potential of the embryos. We demonstrated that the

embryo classification accuracy of our method was the highest among existing classification methods (Fig.

3).

The classification accuracy with NVAN (Accuracy, 0.8387; F-measure, 0.8980; AUROC, 0.7879; AUPR,

0.8855) was superior to that with MuVAN (Accuracy, 0.7097; F-measure, 0.8235; AUROC, 0.6364; AUPR,

0.7937), which is known to have a high classification accuracy and is a similar algorithm to NVAN. Both these

methods have an attention mechanism for focusing on multivariate time-series data, but they use different

normalization methods when creating an attention map. Since NVAN performs min-max normalization in

the time direction, the difference between the minimum and maximum attention levels became clear. On

the other hand, MuVAN uses the softmax function for normalization, so the total attention value in the time

direction was 1, meaning that the difference between the minimum and maximum values was occasionally

unclear. Owing to these differences, the attention maps generated by NVAN and MuVAN were profoundly

different (Supplementary Fig. 3). In the attention map generated by MuVAN, the amount of attention paid

to each variable was almost constant in the time direction even though the input was a time series of several

hundred time points. We therefore consider that the classification accuracy of MuVAN was lower than that

of NVAN because MuVAN had difficulty utilizing features in the time direction.

The direct analysis of mouse images using CLDNN (2D, 3D, or 5D) showed lower classification accuracy
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than the use of NVAN on extracted multivariate time-series data from the same images (Fig. 3). Previous

studies have reported that it is difficult to predict the birth and implantation of human embryos from

bright-field images by using a deep learning-based image classification algorithm similar to CLDNN [1,31].

The reason for the dramatic improvement in the accuracy of prediction by our method compared with that

from bright-field images was that our method was able to use not only the shape of embryos but also the

3D shape (e.g, volume and surface area) of nuclei and chromosomes. Because mouse and human embryos

undergo similar early developmental processes [32, 33], our result suggests that the prediction accuracy of

birth and implantation of human embryos could potentially be improved by applying a similar method to

our method to human embryos.

The classification accuracy of 2DCLDNN exceeded that of embryo culture specialists (Figs. 3, 4) using

the same time-series of bright-field microscopic images. This suggests that classification of embryos was

a difficult task for humans, and the basis for their judgments was not well defined. Our method, which

exceeded the accuracy of 2DCLDNN, which in turn exceeded the accuracy of classification by specialists,

therefore has the potential to become a basic technology in the field of developmental engineering.

An interesting question is how NVAN achieved high accuracy despite the large variability in the time-

series data of embryo behaviour used as the input (Fig. 2). In previous studies, we found that inter-individual

biological variation in developmental processes was responsible for the variability in the quantitative vari-

ables representing embryo behaviour [17]. Therefore, we consider that the variability of the time-series data

extracted in this study also reflects biological variability. It seems probable, therefore, that NVAN focused

on common features that were not buried in biological variability to predict the live birth potential of the

embryos.

Another possible source of variability in the time-series data representing embryo behaviour was noise

due to QCANet segmentation error. QCANet is currently the most accurate cell nucleus segmentation

algorithm for early mouse embryos [17]. We have previously reported that the accuracy of QCANet is

high up to 2.5 days post-fertilization [17], and time-series data after this point were excluded from the data

used in this study. Therefore, we consider that the influence of the segmentation error on variation in the

time-series data used for training of NVAN was very small.

To explore how noise caused by segmentation errors could affect the learning of NVAN, we compared
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the classification accuracy achieved by training NVAN with data up to about 3.5 days post-fertilization with

that achieved with data up to 2.5 days. The accuracy of NVAN was greatly reduced when the data set

was extended to 3.5 days (Supplementary Fig. 4), indicating that the segmentation errors from QCANet

might adversely affect the NVAN learning for embryo classification. Therefore, improving the segmentation

accuracy of QCANet for embryos after 2.5 days post-fertilization could potentially allow our classification

method to be extended to later embryos.

Finally, we considered the biological significance of the embryo behaviour that our method focused on

when predicting live birth potential. Our results indicate that the live birth potential of an embryo was

particularly high when the mean and standard deviation of the cell nucleus surface area and the standard

deviation of the cell nucleus aspect ratio were large at the morula stage. Each cell differentiates into either

inner cell mass (ICM) or trophoblastoderm (TE) from the morula stage to the blastocyst stage in early

development [34]. Previous studies have reported differences in the size and shape of cell nuclei of ICM

and TE in blastocysts [35, 36]. We therefore consider it possible that the differences between cell nuclei in

the morula stage on which our method focused in the born and abort embryos had already occurred by the

time the cells were preparing to differentiate into ICM and TE.

Our results also suggest that the live birth potential of embryos was high when the mean of cell nucleus

surface area immediately after 4th mitosis was large and the mean of cell nucleus solidity immediately after

3rd mitosis was small (Fig. 6b). The 3rd mitosis and 4th mitosis are the cell divisions that lead to the morula

stage [34, 37]. Previous studies have reported that cell shape during the morula stage differs between inner

and outer cells [38], which differentiate into ICM and TE, respectively [39, 40]. Therefore, it is possible

that one focus of our method—the shape of the cell nucleus during cell division—represents a feature that

determines the cell fate for inducing cell differentiation into ICM and TE.

Another feature to which our method paid attention was the number of cell nuclei during the period

between one cell division and the next (Fig. 6a). This feature represented the time of the synchrony of cell

division. The synchrony of cell division has been reported to be an important feature of normal embryonic

development [17]. The results of our method suggested that the synchrony of cell division was also an

important contributor to live birth potential.

The usefulness of our method was confirmed only for mouse embryos. However, we anticipate that it
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would also have high accuracy when applied to human and bovine embryos and so could be used to help

determine the embryogenesis behaviour required for live birth. It should be noted that, to use our method,

it is necessary to perform segmentation of fluorescence microscopic images of the early embryos acquired

by live-cell imaging. In ART for humans and livestock, it is not acceptable to perform live-cell imaging

labelled by fluorescent staining because of potential deleterious effects on the offspring. In recent years,

some studies have proposed methods to enable highly accurate image analysis, such as segmentation, for

data of various modalities (e.g., brightfield microscope images and fluorescence microscope images) [41–44].

If these methods can be used to perform segmentation of brightfield microscopic images of early embryos

in the future, our method could potentially contribute to ART for humans and livestock.

Methods

Animals

Some of the live-cell imaging data used in this study were reported previously [21]; new data were obtained

under the same permits of the animal committee as described below, under the same rearing environment.

This study conformed to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. All animal experiments

were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the Research Institute for Kindai University

(permit number: KABT-31–016). ICR or B6D2F1 (BDF1) strain mice (12–16 weeks old) were obtained from

Japan SLC, Inc. (Shizuoka, Japan). Room conditions were standardized, with the temperature maintained

at 23◦C, relative humidity at 50%, and a 12-h/12-h light-dark cycle. Animals had free access to water and

commercial food pellets. Mice used for experiments were sacrificed by cervical dislocation.

The single blastocyst transfer dataset

The single blastocyst transfer dataset reported in [21] is a time series of fluorescence microscopy images of

early mouse embryos fluorescently labelled with the histone H2B–mCherry probe. The dataset was obtained

by live-cell imaging from immediately after fertilization until 3.5 days post-fertilization. The developmental

progress of each embryo was followed, and the embryos were labelled as born (62 embryos) or abort (29
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embryos) [21]. The total number of fluorescence microscopic images was 2,359,200. The imaging conditions

are shown in Supplementary Table 3.

Acquiring time series data using QCANet

By using QCANet [17], which has already been trained for segmenting early mouse embryos, we segmented

time-series fluorescence microscopic images of the single blastocyst transfer dataset described above. Then,

the following 11 variables were measured as time-series data from the time-series segmentation images of

each embryo:

• number of cell nuclei (number)

• mean volume of cell nucleus (volume_mean)

• standard deviation of cell nucleus volume (volume_sd)

• mean surface area of cell nucleus (surface_mean)

• standard deviation of cell nucleus surface area (surface_sd)

• mean aspect ratio of cell nucleus (aspect_ratio_mean)

• standard deviation of cell nucleus aspect ratio (aspect_ratio_sd)

• mean solidity of cell nucleus (solidity_mean)

• standard deviation of cell nucleus solidity (solidity_sd)

• mean distance between embryo centre and every cell nucleus (centroid_mean)

• standard deviation of the distance between embryo centre and every cell nucleus (centroid_sd)

NVAN overview

NVAN is an algorithm that we developed in this work to predict the live birth potential of an embryo from

the input of multivariate time-series data representing embryo behaviour (Fig. 1). NVAN consists of four
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processing compartments (View-wise Recurrent Encoder, Normalized Hybrid Focus, Multi-view Attention,

and View-wise Attentional Feature Fusion), as described in the sections below.

View-wise Recurrent Encoder

In the input multivariate time-series data, the time is represented as t (1, . . . , T ), the variable is represented as

v (1, . . . , V ), and the data themselves are expressed as x = {x1
1, . . . , x

1
T , x

2
1, . . . , x

V−1
T , xV

1 , . . . , x
V
T } ∈ RT×V .

In the processing of View-wise Recurrent Encoder, the time-series data xv = {xv
1, . . . , x

v
T } for each variable

v were input to the Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) [45] to acquire the hidden matrix

hv = {hv
1, . . . ,h

v
T }, as described by the following formula:

hv = BLSTM(xv) (1)

Normalized Hybrid Focus

In the process of Normalized Hybrid Focus, the energy matrix e in order to obtain the attention matrix

a was calculated from the hidden matrix h acquired by the View-wise Recurrent Encoder. The energy

matrix eT,i = {e1T,i, . . . , e
V
T,i} at the time i was obtained by Context-based Attention [25], as described by the

following formulae:

eT,i = Energy(hT ,hi, α̂T,(i−1))

= tanh(FCa(h̄T ) + FCb(h̄i) + FCc(h̄T,i) + FCd(α̂T,(i−1))) (2)

where FCa, FCb, FCc, and FCd represent fully connected layers with different weights for h̄T , h̄i, h̄T,i,

and α̂T,(i−1), respectively. The context is the relevance and regularity of the subset of data necessary for

making predictions in Context-based Attention. h̄T and h̄i were calculated by the convolution operation to

acquire the self-context of the time T and attention time i, respectively, as follows:

h̄T =
V∑

v=1

hv
T ∗wv

scT (3)
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h̄i =
V∑

v=1

hv
i ∗wv

sci (4)

where ∗ represents convolution operator andwv
scT andwv

sci represent the respective convolution kernels.

In addition, h̄T,i was calculated by the convolution operation to acquire the cross-context of the time T and

attention time i, as follows:

h̄T,i = hT ∗wccT + hi ∗wcci (5)

where wccT and wcci represent the respective convolution kernels. We expected that the relationships

between variables would be embedded in the energy matrix eT,i by calculating these contexts. Further,

α̂T,i−1 was calculated by the hidden matrix h at the time T and i− 1, as follows:

α̂T,i−1 = softmax(hT · hi−1) (6)

By including α̂T,i−1 in the calculation for the energy matrix eT,i, we expected that the relationship

between time i−1 and i would be embedded in this matrix. Thus, using the above calculation, we were able

to obtain the energy matrix eT,i considering the relationship between the variables and time. To obtain the

attention matrix a = {a1T,1, . . . , a
V
T,T−1} ∈ R(T−1)×V in the multivariate time-series data from the acquired

energy matrix eT,i, normalization was performed as follows:

avT,i =
exp(γêvT,i)∑T−1

i=1

∑V
v=1 exp(γê

v
T,i)

(7)

where γ represents a sharpening factor [46], which is a constant parameter for controlling the difference

between the minimum value and the maximum value of the elements in the normalized matrix of interest.

In this method, γ = 2. The normalized energy matrix ê = {ê1T,1, . . . , ê
V
T,T−1} ∈ R(T−1)×V was calculated

according to the following equation:

ê = MinMax(σ(ev)) ·MinMax(σ(eT,i)) (8)
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where MinMax represents the min-max normalization function that normalizes to [0, 1] using the mini-

mum and maximum values, and σ represents the sigmoid function.

Multi-view Attention

In the process of Multi-view Attention, by calculating the context matrix c from the attention matrix

aT,i = {a1T,i, . . . , a
V
T,i} and the hidden matrix hi = {h1

i , . . . ,h
V
i }, the variate and time context of the hidden

matrix was able to be extracted. The context matrix c is calculated according to the following equation.

c =
t−1∑
i=1

aT,i ⊙ hi (9)

View-wise Attentional Feature Fusion

In the process of View-wise Attentional Feature Fusion, h̃ = {h̃1, . . . , h̃V } is obtained by applying the

convolution operation for each variable v to the matrix that combines the hidden matrix hv
T and the context

matrix cv . Furthermore, by inputting h̃ into the fully connected layer, the output ŷ was obtained as follows:

ŷ = σ(FC(h̃)) (10)

h̃v = CNN2D
v(hv

T ; c
v) (11)

where CNN2D
v represents the convolutional layer for the variable v. By performing the convolution

operation for each variable in this way, we expected that the born/abort classification of the embryos would

be predicted on the basis of the relationships between the variables and the time, which do not depend on

the arrangement of the variables in the matrix hv
T and cv .

Training procedure for NVAN

Since NVAN aims to classify embryos as born/abort, the objective function was the binary cross-entropy

function for learning binary classification L, expressed by the following equation:
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L = y · log ŷ + (1− y) · log(1− ŷ) (12)

where ŷ represents the output and y represents the correct answer. The hyperparameters used in the

training of NVANs are shown in Supplementary Table 4. The hyperparameters were determined by using

Optuna [47], which can perform Bayesian optimization. To avoid label imbalance problems in the dataset

during training, under-sampling [48] was used. The input data (i.e., multivariate time-series data) were

subjected to z-score normalization, which normalized the mean to 0 and the variance to 1 for each variable,

as a pre-process. In addition, as an augmentation of the input data, we removed the input data for the

number of time points determined by a uniform random number from the end of the time-series data; this

number was updated every epoch (i.e., every pass of the training set completed by the algorithm). By this

augmentation, we expected that the learning would be robust to differences in the length of the time-series

data.

Training procedure for other machine-learning methods

The hyperparameter values used for LSTM, AttentionLSTM, and Transformer are shown in Supplementary

Tables 5 and 6. The hyperparameter values used for MuVAN, TG-LSTM, and TapNet, which are other

classification methods for multivariate time-series data, are shown in Supplementary Tables 7, 8, and 9,

respectively. The hyperparameter values used for XGBoost, which is a decision tree method, are shown in

Supplementary Table 10. The hyperparameters values used for CLDNN, which was adopted as a method

of classifying directly from time-series images, are shown in Supplementary Table 11. All of these learning

models were trained under the same conditions as for the NVAN learning method.

Evaluation procedure for the trained model

The training was evaluated by 4-fold cross-validation by first dividing the dataset into training and test sets

at a ratio of 2 : 1 and then further dividing the training data into training and validation sets at a ratio of 3 :

1. The model showing the highest F-measure for the validation data was selected out of all epochs for each

fold. The final selected model was evaluated by using the test data. The evaluation metrics of classification
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were Accuracy, F-measure, AUROC, and AUPR.

Classification of embryos by embryo cluture specialists

Nine specialists classified the early mouse embryos into born/abort by observing time-series bright-field

microscopic images of the single blastocyst transfer dataset. The classified embryos were the same test

data created in the above-mentioned division of the dataset. All specialists classified embryos under the

condition that they knew the born/abort ratio in the dataset.

Analysis of important features identified by NVAN in the classification of embryos

Nucleus shapes (surface_mean, surface_sd, aspect_ratio_sd, solidity_mean) immediately after cell division

were obtained at 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th mitosis, respectively. The 1st mitosis was the timing when the

number of cell nuclei increased between the 1 and 2 cell stages, the 2nd mitosis was the timing when the

number of cell nuclei increased between the 2 and 4 cell stages, the 3rd mitosis was the timing when the

number of cell nuclei increased between the 4 and 8 cell stages, and the 4th mitosis was the timing when

the number of cell nuclei increased between the 8 and 16 cell stages. Nucleus shape was taken from the cell

nucleus segmentation image obtained by QCANet at a time within 30 min from these timing.

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses in this study were performed by using the two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test in SciPy

in Python library. The adjusted p-value was calculated by using the Benjamini-Hochberg method to correct

for multiple testing, and the results were judged to be significant under significance level α = 0.05.

Reporting summary

Further information on research design is available in the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to

this article.
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Figure 1: Conceptual diagram of our method. We first used Quantitative Criteria Acquisition Network
(QCANet) [17] to perform segmentation of a published time series of 3D fluorescence microscopy images
acquired by live cell imaging [21]. The resultant multivariate time-series data describing embryo behaviour
were then used as input for a classification algorithm, Normalized Multi-View Attention Network (NVAN),
to predict whether the embryo is live born or not (“born”/“abort”) (see Methods).
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Figure 2: Time-series data of 11 criteria during the development of each embryo. Blue and red series with
thin lines represent the values of quantitative criteria for individual embryos in the born and abort groups,
respectively. Blue and red series with bold lines represent the means of the born or abort embryo groups,
respectively. Volume_mean, mean volume of cell nuclei; surface_mean, mean surface area of cell nuclei;
number, number of cell nuclei; volume_sd, standard deviation of cell nuclei volume; surface_sd, standard
deviation of cell nuclei surface area; aspect_ratio_mean, mean aspect ratio of cell nuclei; solidity_mean,
mean solidity of cell nuclei; centroid_mean, mean distance between embryo centre and every cell nucleus;
aspect_ratio_sd, standard deviation of cell nuclei aspect ratio; solidity_sd, standard deviation of cell nuclei
solidity; and centroid_sd, standard deviation of the distance between embryo centre and every cell nucleus.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the classification accuracy of each method. We compared the accuracy of our
method (Ours), with those of LSTM [22], AttentionLSTM [23], Transformer [24], MuVAN [25], TG-LSTM [26],
TapNet [27], XGBoost [28], 2DCLDNN [29], 3DCLDNN [29], and 5DCLDNN [29]. The classification accuracy
of each method is shown for various classification metrics (Accuracy, F-measure, AUROC, and AUPR).
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Figure 4: Comparison of embryo classification accuracy between our method and nine embryo culture
specialists. The accuracy of the specialists is shown as mean and standard deviation; the dots represent the
values for each specialist.
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Figure 5: Features that contributed to prediction of the birth potential of all embryos. (a) Heat map of the
geometric mean of the attention afforded to each variable and each time point in the embryos that could
be correctly classified as born or abort by NVAN. In other words, this heat map showed the features that
were common to all embryos in predicting birth embryos. Abbreviations for each variable are as defined
in the Figure 2 legend. Warmer colours represent a higher degree of attention and colder colours represent
a lower degree of attention. (b) Comparison of the segmentation results for born and abort embryos at
the time when the most attention was paid to the surface_mean and aspect_ratio_sd. Heat maps in the
left panels show the level of attention given to the indicated variables in the born and abort embryos that
were correctly predicted by NVAN. The right panels show the fluorescence images and the segmentation
images of cell nuclei. The different colours in the segmentation images indicate the different nuclei. Scale
bar, 10 µm. (c) Visualization of the surface_mean, surface_sd, and aspect_ratio_sd of each cell nucleus in
the segmentation results in panel (b), colour coded by magnitude. Scale bar, 10 µm.
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Figure 6: Analysis of characteristic attention patterns in individual embryos. (a) Comparison of the attention
heat map of a representative embryo correctly predicted by NVAN and the temporal changes in the number
of cell nuclei in that embryo. The timing of the time-periodic increase in the attention given to cell
nucleus shape (surface_mean, surface_sd, aspect_ratio_sd, solidity_mean) coincided with the timing of the
increase in the number of nuclei due to cell division (green arrowheads). Abbreviations for each variable
are as defined in the Figure 2 legend. (b) Box plots of surface_mean, surface_sd, aspect_ratio_sd, and
solidity_mean immediately after the 1st mitosis (n = 201), 2nd mitosis (n = 330), 3rd mitosis (n = 603), and
4th mitosis (n = 1,170) in the born embryo group and immediately after 1st mitosis (n = 93), 2nd mitosis
(n = 141), 3rd mitosis (n = 264), and 4th mitosis (n = 489) in the abort embryo group. The bottom and
top of the box correspond to the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively, and the centre line is the median.
Whiskers span from the lowest value that is not less than the 25th percentile minus 1.5-fold the interquartile
range to the largest value that is not larger than the 75th percentile + 1.5-fold the interquartile range. Data
points falling outside this range represent outliers and are reported as dots. ∗, Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted
p-value < 0.05, two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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